
Ref: AISV-5th WR-3rd- 8th MAY, 2021

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV from 3rd May, 2021 to
8th May, 2021

AMICUS INTERNATIONAL PRE SCHOOL. VADODARA.

PRAYER TIME

● God’s Love!
● Sanskrit Shlok - Twamev Mata Cha Pita Twamev

NURSERY

YOGA/SHLOKA Kids practiced shloka “Twamev Mata Cha Pita Twamev”.
They practiced three exercises done till now and were
introduced to exercise - Squat along with yoga exercise
Breathe In and Breathe Out.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Little ones were introduced to a new letter - Letter I
through a video and objects.
They wrote the same in their Textbooks and Notebooks.

MATHS/PATTER
NS

Tiny tots were introduced to a new shape - Triangle
through a video.
They practiced the same in their Textbooks and Navneet
Drawing Books.

GK/
SHOW AND
TELL

Master minds were introduced to Hot Day through picture
reading.
They made sun with a paper plate,yellow and orange stripes



cut out as a part of Hot Day Activity.

LKG

YOGA/SHLOKA Children practiced shloka "Twamev Mata chapita
tvamev" on daily basis. They also practiced all the
exercises done till now and were also introduced to new
exercise side squat along with yoga exercise Breathe in
and breathe out.

ENGLISH/PHONI
CS

Tiny tots practiced writing Letter Bb in their textbooks.
They were introduced to letter Cc through picture
reading, wet hand tracing, tracing in their textbooks,
writing in their textbooks and notebooks.

CIRCLE
TIME/RHYMES

Toddlers revised all the rhymes up till now.They were
introduced to new rhymes Head shoulders Knees and
Toes & Eight big fingers.

MATHS/PATTERN
S

Toddlers were introduced to 5, 6 and 7 numbers with the
real objects and through number cards, along with the
finger counting. They also revised Rhymes - Five little
ducks, 6 little snowmen and Seven little men from
textbook page
number-179, 180 along with the video and puppets and
also practiced writing number 5 in their textbooks and 6
and 7 on their slate.Kids were introduced to the Pre maths
concept - long and short and sorting with real objects
and through a video and did practice in their
Textbook page number 11 and 9.



HINDI Little stars revised swar ‘अ’ and ‘आ’ through PPT and also
practiced writing the same in their notebook.  Kids were
introduced to swar ‘इ’ and ‘ ई’ through a video story and
PPT.  They also practiced writing ‘इ’ and ‘ ई’ on their slate
and in Hindi textbook on page number 9 and 10.

GK/SHOW &
TELL

Little stars revised all about the body parts done up till
now and were introduced to shoulders, fingers, thumb,
knees, feet, toes, neck, head, hair, stomach & waist
and their uses.

ART & CRAFT Tiny artists did crayoning in the image of a butterfly as a
part of a drawing competition and in the scenery that
they drew last week in their yuva drawing books. They
also made a greeting card for their mothers in their
drawing book as a part of Mother’s Day Activity.

GROSS MOTORS As a part of Mother’s Day activity, Little ones had fun
doing Mom and Me Walk in such a way that they put their
feet on to mother’s and then mothers walked holding
hands of their little ones.

UKG

YOGA/SHLOKA Children practiced shloka "Twameva Mata chapita
twameva" on a daily basis. They also practiced all the
exercises done till now and along with yoga exercise
Breathe in and breathe out.



ENGLISH/RHYM
ES

Kids did practice of small letters a-z on slate and they did
missing letters exercise in the textbook. They were
introduced with Vowels and also practiced Phonic words
orally.

MATHS Kids were introduced to “Number names 1 to 20” through
PPT and wrote the same in their Textbook. Even they
enjoyed playing clapping games.

HINDI Kids learned to write “अ,ं अ:” in their textbook and they
enjoy doing action on “ Swar Geet” with different actions.
Even enjoyed Activity related to swar from their Textbook.

GK/SHOW &
TELL

Children enjoyed My favourite food exercise in the
textbook. They also learned about how to Stay Healthy and
completed the Fun time exercise in the textbook.

ART & CRAFT
(MOTHER’S DAY
SPECIAL)

Our tiny tots made a Greeting drawing for their mothers
in their drawing book as a part of Mother’s Day Activity.
Even they enjoy dancing with their Mothers.

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS:

COLOURING COMPETITION : (3rd MAY 2021)

“You can’t use up CREATIVITY”. The more you use, the more you have.
Through colouring competition we let them use their creativity and splash with
colours.

MOTHER’S DAY : (7th MAY 2021)

“All that I am. Or ever hope to be, I own to my angel mother.” Our little



tiny tot said - “Thank you” to their Angels with a little gesture. They enjoyed
celebrating Mother’s day with playing games, dancing etc with their teacher and
friends.

COLOURING COMPETITION WINNERS LIST :

GRADE 1st 2nd 3rd CONSOLATIO
N

NURSERY Mahit Bhatt
Matrika Shah

Jwisha Gajjar
Param Patel
Prinsa Jaiswal

Amay Shah
Devansh
Sheth
Vihangi
Mahida

Anaya Shah
Keshvi Rajput

LKG-A Anaya Mithun
Panchal,
Dhanvi Pratik
Panchal,
Uttara
Gaurangkuma
r Parmar

Devanshu
Yagnesh
Vasava, Dhvij
Kinjal Kothari,
Kunj
Hiteshbhai
Patel

Hiya Shirin
Kumar
Katharotiya,
Madhuri
Somasundara
m, Misha
Mayankbhai
Patel, Rishit
Bhavinkumar
Patel

Harshvi
Tushar
Makwana,
Rehansh
Zubin
Bhaidasna

LKG-B Khrisha
Dharmesh
Vyas,
Drishna
Snehal

Jiyansh Tarun
Pandya,
Aarvi Gaurav
Panchal,
Prisha Jigar

Gira Punit
Kumar
Thakar,
Dhyey
Manthan

Siddhant
Pankaj
Pohekar,
Dhvansh
Dhavalbhai



Bhatiya,
Jay Dipak
Solanki,

Rana, Desai,
Rainee
Pinkalkumar
Thakkar

Patel

UKG-A Mantra
Bhavin Desai,
Rivan Nirav
Patel

Reny Patel,
Yakshit
Yogesh
Bhardwaj

Kavya Jignesh
Pandya, Rishi
Vinay Kumar
Patel, Shiv
Pranav
Pandya

Dev Nirav
Patel, Dhyan
Kushal Dave,
Abhimanyu
Latheesh Nair

UKG-B Dhruvil
Prathmesh
Shah,
Maharsh
Bhavesh
kumar Patel,

Riyan Shah,
Swara Biren
Mistry,
Dhvanit
Digant Thakor

Riddhi
Sengar,
Trisha Prerak
Shah

Nevish
Gaurang
Shah, Riyan
Sharma,
Sparsh
Naishadh
Tewar

IT’S MY BIRTHDAY!!!!

GRADE NAMES

NURSERY Jeet Panchal (6th May)
Keshvi Rajput (28th May)

LKG Heer Hemant Parmar (3rd May)
Rainee Pink Kumar Thakkar (9th May)
Rishi Umesh Kumar Patel (10th May)

UKG Shiv Pranav Pandya (2nd May)
Kunj bhavsar (10th May)
Rudra Ritesh Kumar Mochi (19th May)
Dhruvil Prathmesh Shah (26th May)
Swara Biren Mistry (29th May)
Dev Nirav Patel (31st May)
Ditya Ashish Kumar Bhatt (31st May)





AMICUS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL VADODARA.

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS:

Online classes and exams were conducted
for grades 1 to 4 through the Zoom Cloud
Meeting App and 5 to 10 through Google
Meet. Students were taught all the subjects
i.e. English, Hindi, Maths, Science, Social
Science, and Life-skills. 

Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Art and
Craft sessions were also conducted for the
students.

Grade 1

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Reading, explanation and recitation of a new poem, Can you do it
was done. Introduction of alphabets and alphabetical order was
given with small class discussion.

Math Kids were explained about the chapter-2- Ascending and
Descending order, Comparing Numbers like less than, greater
than land equal numbers. The textual Exercise was solved during
class. Also, Practice work was given to be written in the notebook.
Summer Break Activity Homework was given.

Science Objective exercises of the chapter, Family and Surrounding’
were done in the class. Also, kids wrote difficult words in the
chapter, Plant World in the notebook.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on the Itni si hasi song.



Grade 2

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Introduction, reading and explanation of the chapter, Worm looks
for lunch was done. Question-Answer and textual exercise were
discussed.

Math Ch.1- Concept of Expanded form- Textbook exercise-page
number -15, Practice work was given. Ch.2-Mental maths and
Textual Exercise-page number- 17 was solved. Textual Exercise on
Ascending and Descending order was done only for Class 2 A.

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter, Useful Animals
wherein kids were explained about domestic and pet animals. Also,
they came to know how animals are useful to us in various ways.
Kids even wrote difficult words of the chapter in the notebook.

Hindi छा�� ने “बादशाह क� रज़ाई “ कहानी को समझा उसका पाठन �कया और क�ठन श�द ,
श�द� के अथ� , ��नो क� चचा� एवं लेखन �कया | सझू -बझू , �शंसा जसेै जीवन म�ूय�
को जाना |

Life Skills Kids were explained about the importance of a promise and that
they should always keep a promise if given to anyone because A
Promise Is A Promise.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Kashmir tu song.



Grade 3

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Story summary, the video displayed followed by reading and
explaining of the first page of the chapter, The Emperor’s new
clothes was done.

Hindi छा�� ने “�क�सा तनेाल�राम का “ कहानी को समझा एवं चतरुाई , धयै� , �प�टवा�दता
जसेै जीवन म�ूय� को जाना | क�ठन श�द , श�द के अथ� , ��नो के उ�र क� चचा� �कया
एवं लेखन �कया |

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.    

Art & Craft Students learnt about techniques of colouring. An object drawing and
colouring of a pot was done. Paper folding craft animal faces were made.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Dil Duba song.

Grade 4

SUBJECTS
STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students learnt about Noun- Gender and completed practise
exercise from Grammar & Comprehension Textbook. The Poem My
Shadow was introduced, the video displayed followed by reading
and explaining the content. Reading practise was also done in the
class.

Math Continuing the chapter Addition and Subtraction of Large
Numbers, wherein students were explained and solved the
different types of word problems in their notebook as well as the
textbook.

Science Continuing the chapter Animals and their younger ones. The Life
Cycle of Grasshopper, Butterfly and Reptiles were discussed with
the help of videos and presentations. Students were able to identify
& describe the characteristics of Mammals.



Social
Science

By using Kahoot App, a quiz competition was conducted in the
class, based on the chapter- Northern Mountains by going
through the video which was shared in Google Classroom. The
textual question and answers were done in the class. Also, shared
the question and answers in Google classroom.
Discussion of High Order thinking skill and Lifeskill based question
was done. Worksheet for practice was given to write in the
Notebook.

Hindi छा�� ने �याकरण म� “ संय�ुत �यंजन “ को जाना , समझा एवं पा�य प�ुतक म� अ�यास
�कया |

Gujarati િવદ્યાથી�ઓએ �વર- ઇ ની માતર્ા વાળા શ�દો નું વાંચન અને લેખન કય�ું. “વાંદરાભાઇ” કિવતા નું
ગાન કય�ું અને પર્�ોની ચચા� કરી .

Sanskrit Revision -सं�कृत वण�माला एवं �थम पाठ :

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance
to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm
and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students enjoyed drawing and colouring a picture composition, ‘A
Bird in a nest’.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Dil Duba song.

Grade 5

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English The students learnt about Nouns: Singular and Plural, rules used
for converting singular nouns to plural nouns with examples and
completed the textual exercises.

Math Students were introduced to a new chapter Multiplication and
Division, wherein they came to know about the multiplication of
4-digit numbers by 2-, 3- or 4-digit numbers, multiplication of
5-digits numbers by 1- or 2-digit numbers and multiplication
techniques. Also, they did the word problems related to this.

Science Continuing the chapter Animal habitat and their adaptations,''
Students were able to observe and differentiate the ocean &
freshwater habitat. The different animal adaptations like



Breathing Organs, Body Coverings, and Organs for
movement were discussed with the help of Presentation, taking
relevant examples.

Social
Science

The chapter, Latitudes and Longitudes was completed along with
the discussion of textual questions and recapitulation. Students
were given introduction to the new chapter, Movements of Earth
through a video.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-1 "भाषा, �ल�प और �याकरण" क� वक� शीट -1 पर चचा� क�।

Gujarati િવદ્યાથી�ઓએ “મી�ું અને ચીન”ુ પાઠના પર્�ો ની ચચા� અને લેખન કય�ું.

Sanskrit आव�ृ� पाठः 3 सव�नामपद प�रचयः का पठन पाठन एवं �या�या ।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing
technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and
time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students drew ornamental rangoli drawing in a creative drawing
book and even filled colours of their choice.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Saturday Saturday song.

Grade 6

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Grammar skills were enriched with the topic, Adjectives. The
textual exercise was completed with the discussion.

Math Continuing the chapter Whole Number, wherein students came to
know about different types of number patterns. Patterns are formed
when numbers or combinations of numbers are repeated in a
regular way. Some elementary shapes formed using a combination
of dots or by arranging a number of points in a specific pattern.
Students did the textual exercise related to this.

Science Continuing the chapter Separation of substances, wherein
students came to know about the various separation methods like
handpicking, threshing, winnowing, sieving. Also, they enhanced



their knowledge about sedimentation, filtration, evaporation,
condensation and solution by going through the video. The
hands-on activity about this was showing in the class with relevant
examples.

Social
Science

The chapter, Earth in the Solar System was completed along with
the discussion of textual questions and answers. Recapitulation was
done through videos. Introduction to International dateline and
time zones based on longitudes was given.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-8 " श�द -भंडार" को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati િવદ્યાથી�ઓએ “તર્ણ ઢીંગલીઓ” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી અને પર્�ોની ચચા� કરી લેખન કય�ું.

Sanskrit L 4 - "�व�यालयः" पाठ का �हदं� अनवुाद स�हत पठन - पाठन एवं पाठ के अतं म�
आए अ�यास काय� क� प�ूत � ।

Computer Students understood different HTML editors. They came to know
about different types of tags and the structure of HTML.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.   

Art & Craft Students drew ornamental rangoli drawing in a creative drawing
book and even filled colours of their choice.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Saturday Saturday song.

Grade 7

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Grammar skills were enriched with the topic Adjectives. The
textual exercise was completed with the discussion.

Math Students were summarized the chapters Integers, Fractions and
Decimals, wherein they did the worksheet problems based on this.
Also, they were introduced to a new chapter Lines and Angles,
wherein they came to know about Adjacent Angles.

Science Continuing with the chapter, Fibre to Fabric, the students learnt
about the characteristics of silk fabric, the life cycle of the silk moth,



the process of manufacturing silk fabric and the health hazards
related to the silk industry. The textual exercises were discussed
and completed.

Social
Science

Students understood about the kinds of discrimination that happen
in a society in the chapter- On Equality. They came to know about
well-known discrimination based on race and learnt about Rosa
Parks.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-6 "सं�ा" सं�ा के �वकार - �लगं  व वचन को समझा।

Sanskrit L 2 -" दबुु���ध �वन�य�त" पाठ का �हदं� अनवुाद पठन-पाठन ।

Computer Students learnt about the Primary memory of computers wherein
they came to know about RAM and ROM and different types of
secondary storage.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing
technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close
their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.   

Art & Craft Students drew a designer picture of a bird sitting on a branch of a
tree and filled the colour of their choice.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Koi Kahe song.

Grade 8

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Grammar skills were enriched with the topic, Adjectives. The
textual exercise was completed with the discussion.

Math The chapter Exponent and Power was completed by doing extra
sums of the Chapter Revision Exercise. Students were introduced to
a new Chapter Square and Square roots, wherein they came to
know about the square and square root by going through the video
for their better understanding of the concept.

Science-
Physics

Continuing with the chapter Pressure, wherein the students learnt
about the concept of atmospheric pressure, fluid pressure and
application of pressure. Later the students performed activities
related to pressure. The textual exercise was discussed and
completed.



Science-
Chemistry

Students were introduced to the new chapter Fire and
Combustion. The meaning of Combustion, Combustible &
Non-combustible substances were discussed with the help of
examples. The concept of the Fire triangle was explained, and
students were able to explain the practical application of the same.

Social
Science

The chapter, The Indian Constitution was completed along with
discussion of textual questions and answers.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-4 "श�द-�वचार" के अतंग�त अथ� के आधार पर- श�द� के वग�करण
को समझा।

Gujarati િવદ્યાથી�ઓએ “વાદ્ય યતંર્ો ની અનોખી દુિનયા “ ની સમજ મેળવી અને પર્�ો ની ચચા� અને
લેખન કય�ું.

Sanskrit L 1 -"सभुा�षता�न" पाठ के अतं म� आए अ�यास के ��न उ�र एवं �र�त �थान� क�
प�ूत � ।

Computer In the chapter Smart Computers, Students came to know about
basic and universal logic gates with their logic diagram and truth
table.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.   

Art & Craft Students drew a beautiful design of rangoli by using ornamental
forms.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Koi Kahe song.

Grade 9

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English With the life of Evalin students were able to understand the
importance in life through the prose, “The sound of Music’. Extra
questions were also discussed.

Math Continuing the chapter Polynomials, students enhanced their
knowledge about quadratic and cubic polynomials of factorisation.
They came to know about Identities and their application. By
applying this concept,  students did the textual examples.



Science-
Physics

The textual exercise of the chapter, Motion was done and numerical
problems were solved.  The students appeared for a class test.

Science-
Chemistry

Students were introduced to the chapter Is matter Around Us
pure, wherein they came to know about the concept of Purity in
Chemistry. The characteristics of Elements, Compounds, mixtures,
and types of mixtures were explained with relevant examples.
Students were able to observe and identify the differences between
Homogenous, heterogeneous mixtures and Solutions.

Social
Science-
Geography

The chapter, India- Size and Location was completed with the
discussion of questions and answers. A surprise quiz was conducted
in the class as a part of recapitulation.

Social
Science-
Political
Science

Students were introduced to the new chapter What is Democracy?
Why Democracy? Wherein they came to know important features
of democracy of different countries in our world.

Hindi पा�य प�ुतक: �पश�  पाठ-2 " एवरे�ट: मेर� �शखर या�ा" के ��नो�र पर चचा� क� गई।

Computer A new chapter Using Cell Reference was introduced in the class,
wherein they came to know about a relative, absolute and mixed
references.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing
technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and
time with “Self”.    

Grade 10

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English The importance of life and overcoming the difficulties and
challenges were learned through the prose Two stories about
flying.  Extra questions were also discussed.

Hindi छा�� ने प� लेखन के बारे म� पढ़ा व समझा

Math Students were summarized chapter Polynomials and Triangles.
The class test was conducted using google form. Students were
introduced to the concept of Case study for any topic and the
procedure about it which they will apply in vacation homework.



Science-
Physics

Discussion about, Formation of the rainbow, scattering of light and
its phenomena was done in the class from the chapter, Human
Eye and the colourful world. The textual exercise was also
discussed.

Science-
Chemistry

The chapter Acids, Bases and Salts was completed with the
discussion of textual questions and answers. Also, question and
answers were given to write in the notebook.

Social
Science-
Geography

The chapter, Resources and Development was completed along
with discussion of questions and answers. The chapter was
recapitulated and important questions were discussed.

Social
Science-
Economics

Students learnt about the Public and Private sectors of Indian
economy. Wherein they came to know how both sectors work,
helps people.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.  

EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS:

Little painters of grade1&2 participated in a virtual colouring competition where little ones
used crayons and pencil colours to showcase their colouring skills.

COLOURING COMPETITION WINNERS LIST :

GRADE 1st 2nd 3rd CONSOLATION



CLASS 1
A

Uruvela Bhosikar
Vanshi Govande
Vriwa Thakkar

Aadya Sharma
Jenil Prajapati
NavyaPathak
Aayush Routel

Meet Thakkar
Jaitik Motghare
Ridhan Joshi
Rudrasinh Zala
Vikramaditya
Sinh Chauhan

Shreyansh Prajapati
Shashank Kumar
Vagmi Nirav Jogi
Aakrity Chandra

CLASS 1
B

Falak Gandhi
Priyansh Verma

Jahnav Parmar
Saachi Patel
Aayush Prasad

Anay Piyush
Sharma
Dhrishat Rai
Mahit Mihir
Mistry

Darshi Shah
Jwara Patel
Rudra Parmar

CLASS 2
A

Anvi Sahu
Vivaan Sharma

Charmi Patel
Jihan Patel
Abhiraj Singh

Samriddhi Ojha
Naineel Tundeliya

Bhavesh Chaudhary
Shikha Mistry

CLASS 2
B Yug Shah

Vyoma Shah
Dharmik Mistri

Prathmesh Pawar
Priyanshu
Prajapati
Ritika Shah

Raghav Mantri
Tanush Rao
Siya Joshi

Treya Mahera
Devanshi charan

MOTHER’S DAY (7/05/2021):

Mothers being one of the first and best indications of the sovereignty of God in our lives.
Naughty, obedient and innocent children of their loving mothers celebrated this beautiful
day by making Monaco canapes, card making, cake preparation and surprise messages on
the card for their mothers with all love. Mothers enjoyed the session by playing different
games where lil ones observed and witnessed the score . The session was full fun where
everybody enjoyed it.


